Hungarian soldiers killed in World War II. Joining this initiative, József Pataky founded the Committee for the Preservation of Military Traditions from Turda (THHB). Among other things, the aim of establishing the Committee was to discover the identity of the Hungarian soldiers that died in action in the fall of 1944 in Torda (in Romanian: Turda; in the followings, we will use the traditionally Hungarian name of the town: Torda) and its monument to their memory. A Hungarian Soldier Graveyard was created within the Central Hungarian Cemetery of Torda, which has since become a graves were discovered and in most of the cases properly marked since that time. In 2012, József Pataky was awarded the Hungarian Gold Cross by the Ministry of Defence for his untiring work to discover the places of burial and identify Hungarian soldiers that died in WWII, and for worthily keeping their memories alive.
Preliminaries
happenings to oblivion. The compelling need to immortalize the names of the heroes killed in action and their place of burial had therefore preceded the formal establishment of the Committee for the Preservation of Military Traditions from Torda.
Several members of the Hungarian community in Torda have searched for the opportunity to present the real history of the Hungarian soldiers' heroic perseverance and the historical events pursuing the battles. Since around 1986, Hungarians in Torda have been searching for the opportunities to record, in a worthy manner, the historical facts. Firstly, they began to gather and organize taken place.
Foundation
The Committee for the Preservation of Military Traditions from Torda was founded in September of 2000. They undertook the task of establishing a graveyard at the burial grounds of the soldiers killed in battle and taking care of it. Around the sites surrounding the battle, they search for previously unknown The Activities of the Committee for the Preservation of Military... monument commemorating the fallen soldiers. On All Souls' Day and on Heroes' Day, they praise the Hungarians' memory and strengthen their national identity and historical knowledge by remembering the heroes of the Hungarian army and the civilian casualties.
The Battle of Torda
Why was the Battle of Torda important? After Romania joined the allies during the of the outnumbered Soviet-Romanian troops for nearly one month (between 12 th of September and 8 th of October, 1944) as they broke through the passes of the Southern Carpathian Mountains towards Kolozsvár (Cluj-Napoca). They aimed at to Kolozsvár (Cluj-Napoca) and then proceed onto the Great Plain. In the region of Debrecen, they wanted to surround the Hungarian and German defences, and with that 'momentum' to occupy Budapest in the fall.
Despite the outnumbered enemy, exploiting the local terrain, the Hungarian military leadership successfully stopped their advance at Torda, leaving around 2,500 casualties. (The enemy's loss was much heavier.)
The Activities of the Committee for the Preservation of Military Traditions from Torda
Since the foundation of THHB, its members and helpers have been collecting historical data, clarifying the sites and resting places of the Hungarian army's victims. They place a plaque commemorating the heroes' names. The memorial tablets are usually placed in churchyards or on walls of temples visited by Hungarians, as the state allowed few public properties on which to commemorate them.
After the establishment of the Hungarian Soldier Graveyard within the Central Hungarian Cemetery of Torda, having newly acquired data and knowledge, THHB places one or more tombstones or memorials every year with the support of the local population. The institutions of the Hungarian Ministry of Defence dealing with war graves aid the Committee's work by clarifying and supplementing the
Malenkij Robot Memorial in Torda
To remind people of the tragic consequences of the war, a wooden headboard was placed at the entrance of the central cemetery of Torda in 1995 in memory of the deported Hungarian civilians died at unknown places. The generalizing inscription on the pedestal of the headboard said: 'In memory of the victims of World War II'.
As a survivor, Professor Elek Csetri, who was invited to the inauguration, recounted the fate of civilians deported for forced labour to the Soviet Union, previously obscured and denied tragedies. The families of the deportees who remained at home also had a miserable fate. Many of them left or emigrated from their dear homeland.
collecting the names and researching the fates of the deported civilians from Torda.
On 4 th October 2014, THHB set up and unveiled two granite columns containing the names of 216 Hungarian victims who died away from home (see Table 2 ). At the inauguration, Assistant Professor János Kristóf Murádin presented his research, the real history of the deportations. Participants faced the inhumane circumstances of the tragic events as they read the names of children, women, and the elderly who died abroad, at unknown places, buried in unmarked graves.
Achievements
-Several commemorative plaques and memorials have been set up for the soldiers who died a heroic death defending our country (see Table 1 ).
-We have expressed our grief and solidarity. We have not allowed forgetting -We have returned the exemplary historical resistance to the memory of the Hungarians.
-We have included the respectful remembrance in the Hungarian community's events at the anniversaries.
-We have strengthened the historical coherence of the Hungarian community and provided an example at our gatherings to the next generation.
Further Plans -Transfer of newly acquired data to the Ministry of Defence's Military Heritage
Defence's repositories.
-Apprise the Transylvanian Hungarian population's historical knowledge through articles in local newspapers.
-Exploration and public distribution of local memoirs.
-Organization of local people to initiate joint activities. Quality reunions following inaugurations.
Defence strengthens the national consciousness.
-The population of Hungary can gain an example of acting in collaboration (through the effectiveness of individual, community donations, and the support of the Ministry of Defence).
Guidance
We wish that the following epitaph provides guidance for all of us: "They were fathers and soldiers, Wielding a pen or a hoe, They were all heroes.
Those who glance at their memory, Salute!" Oct. 2014 
